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Abstract
UsingGiddens’ (1984) structuration theorywe examine how social structures inmobile communication technologies shape
the everyday life of individuals, thereby re-shaping power dynamics that underlie the social organization of society. We
argue that the anytime, anyplace connectivity afforded by mobile communication technologies structures society by im-
posing a network, social and personal logic. We discuss how each logic both reproduces and challenges traditional power
structures, at the micro- as well as macro-level. At the micro-level, the network logic refers to mobile communication tech-
nologies’ capacity to organize activities in a networked fashion, granting people greater autonomy from time and place. The
social logic refers to mobile communication technologies’ capacity for perpetual contact, fostering social connectedness
with social relationships. The personal logic refers to mobile communication technologies’ capacity to serve as extensions
of the Self, with which people can personalize contents, services, place and time. The flipside of these logics is that, at
the micro-level, the responsibility to operate autonomously, to maintain personal social networks, and to manage and act
based on personal information shifts to the individual. We also notice shifts in power structures at the macro-level. For
instance, to reap the benefits of mobile communication technology individuals engage in free ‘digital labor’ and tolerate
new forms of surveillance and control.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, ubiquitous connectivity has be-
come ingrained in everyday life. We use mobile commu-
nication technologies such as smartphones, tablets and
laptops to interact with others, with services and with
our device wherever we are and whenever we want. As
Deuze (2011) argues, we reach a situation where we live
“in” rather than “with” media, as these can no longer be
seen as separate from us and become invisible because

they are everywhere. This appears particularly true of
mobile communication technologies, as we take their
anytime, anyplace connectivity for granted (Ling, 2012).
The taken-for-grantedness of mobile technologies is un-
fortunate, as it makes us overlook their role in shap-
ing new power structures. Kubitschko and Knapp (2012,
p. 362) mention in that regard that Deuze’s media life on-
tology misses “any sense of materialization in relation to
the mediatization of the social”. Mobile communication
technologies shape both offline and online social action.
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Thus, if anything, we need to recognize how the use of
mobile communication technologies underpins contem-
porary life.

If wewish to understand howmobile communication
technologies shape everyday life and the power dynam-
ics that underlie it, we must focus on the social struc-
tures (cf. DeSanctis & Poole, 1994) in these technolo-
gies. Social structures are the patterned ways in which
everyday life is socially organized (Wellman & Berkowitz,
1988). They enable and constrain human action by pre-
scribing a way of ‘doing things’, and are reproduced ev-
ery time people ‘follow the prescription’. Because struc-
tures depend on human action, however, humans may
also reflect upon, challenge, alter and resist them (Gid-
dens, 1984). When the latter is done collectively, social
change (i.e., re-structuring) may take place.

This interplay between structure and individual
agency, also known as “duality of structure” (Giddens,
1984), can also be found in the relationship between
technology and human agency (cf. Orlikowski’s, 1992, du-
ality of technology). Adaptive structuration theory (De-
Sanctis & Poole, 1994) argues that there are social struc-
tures inherent in technologies. These social structures
can be understood as templates, as “rules and resources
provided by technologies…as the basis for human activ-
ity” (p. 125). Technologies structure human behavior be-
cause their affordances enable and constrain human ac-
tion while, simultaneously, human agents structure the
technology by designing, producing and marketing it, ap-
propriating it (or not), and embedding it into everyday
life (Hutchby, 2001).

The aim of this theoretical article is to unravel how
the technological structuration process takes shape on
the ground in the context ofmobile communication tech-
nologies. To that end, we first argue that the concept of a
‘logic’ lends itself well to explain at least three dominant
social structures in mobile communication technologies.
Second, for each logic, we examine the micro-level im-
plications of technological structuration processes in ev-
eryday life by zooming in on the ways in which processes
and routines in everyday are altered. Finally, in a third
section we discuss the flipside of these logics, both at
the micro- and macro-level. At the micro-level, we ex-
amine subtle ways in which power is re-negotiated at
the micro-level. At the macro-level, we examine how the
technological structuration process interacts with gen-
eral structuration processes, thereby reproducing and re-
shaping institutional power dynamics. Overall, our con-
ceptual analysis serves as a lens that helps understand,
structure, describe and discuss the implications of any-
place, anytime connectivity.

2. Social Structures in Mobile Communication
Technologies: Network, Social and Personal Logic

Social structures are prescriptive: they specify a way of
“doing things” (Giddens, 1984). Because of their prescrip-
tive nature, structuration can be described as a process

of installing a logic in society. A logic is a set of principles
that makes it logical to organize things repeatedly and
systematically in a certain manner. For example, when
we consider gender as a social structure, we understand
the gender structuration process as one of installing and
maintaining a set of principles that make it logical to con-
fer advantages and disadvantages systematically and re-
peatedly to people based on their gender. The logic of a
system needs a rather continual set of events that under-
score or illuminate the existence of the legitimized “way
of doing things”.

Similar to how a social category such as gender rep-
resents a social structure, we can find social structure in
technologies. These structures reflexively shape society
at the micro-level by changing processes and routines in
everyday life, and at the macro-level by supporting so-
cial change and thus an altering of the institutional or-
der. This symbolic interactionist view on the interplay
between media technologies and society has been cap-
tured in the ‘media logic’ concept (cf. Altheide, 2013; Al-
theide& Snow, 1985). This concept has been successfully
applied to understand the social implications of, for ex-
ample, social media (Van Dijck & Poell, 2013) and digital
news (Dahlgren, 1996).

In the current article, we apply the concept onto mo-
bile communication technologies, by looking at the log-
ics in mobile communication technology that direct hu-
man behavior—not deterministically, but rather by pro-
viding humans with both a “rationality of means” (Katz
& Aakhus, 2002, p. 306) and “constraint upon possibili-
ties” (p. 307). We argue that by enabling people to be
“Permanently Online, Permanently Connected” (POPC;
cf. Vorderer, Krömer, & Schneider, 2016) the dominant
affordance of mobile communication technology is any-
time, anyplace connectivity. This anytime anyplace con-
nectivity alters both our daily routines and institutional
forms. To understand theway in which daily routines and
institutional forms are changing, we can analyze the log-
ics underlying these processes of change. We differenti-
ate three logics: a social-, a network- and a personal logic.
Given the convergence of different services and plat-
forms into one smartphone device, these three logics are
undoubtedly not the only logics present in contemporary
mobile communication technologies. We posit, however,
that these three logics explain the dominant ways in
which mobile communication technologies have shaped
everyday life, thereby offering new opportunities, but
also challenges at both the micro- and macro-level.

3. Social Logic

For Giddens (1990), the invention of the mechanical
clock “emptied” time by introducing a universal system
that separates space from time and standardizes time
across regions. The latter ensures processes of ‘disem-
bedding’, which he describes as processes that “‘lift out’
social activity from localized contexts, recognizing social
relations across large time-space distances” (p. 53). Mo-
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bile communication technologies amplify this lifting out
of social activities from their localized contexts. This is
particularly noticeable in the social domain, where these
technologies made it commonsensical for people to dis-
embed their social life from time and space by organiz-
ing it in a ‘connected’ manner (Chayko, 2012; Licoppe &
Heurtin, 2001).

Katz and Aakhus (2002) mention a logic of “perpet-
ual contact” as a driving force of people’s use, judgment
and interpretation of mobile communication technolo-
gies. This logic is a “socio-logic”, based on a shared un-
derstanding of the interactional affordances of mobile
phone technology that spreads through people’s inter-
actions with one another. The notion of a socio-logic
resonates with Simmel’s (1950) sociation and Bourdieu’s
(2005) habitus concept. As Katz and Aakhus (2002) ar-
gue, the logic of perpetual contact is rooted in a fun-
damental human desire for “pure communication” (Pe-
ters, 1999, as cited in Katz & Aakhus, 2002), a commu-
nication unhindered by any form of constraint, be this
time, space or even our bodies (“like the talk of angels”)
(Katz & Aakhus, 2002, p. 307). Indeed, what character-
izes humanity is our fundamental need to belong. Accord-
ing to Baumeister and Leary (1995), this need can be ful-
filled when (1) a person has frequent and positively va-
lenced interpersonal interactions, that (2) take place in
the context of interpersonal relationships characterized
by stability and affective concern. In short, people need a
certain quantity of qualitative interactions with persons
they have a durable interpersonal relationship with.

During modernity, however, industrialization and
associated developments in urbanization and modern
transportation have led to more dispersed social net-
works, or ‘psychological’ rather than geographical neigh-
borhoods (Ling, 2017; Wurtzel & Turner, 1976). More-
over, processes of de-traditionalization and individua-
tion led to greater individual autonomy in the choice of
one’s personal relationships (Giddens, 1984, 1991, 1993).
Giddens (1993) speaks in this regard of the ‘pure’ rela-
tionship: a relationship not prescribed by tradition but
whose virtue is solely to fulfill partners’ need to belong.

Over the past three decades, processes of industri-
alization and urbanization continued, at an even faster
pace and in a more globalized fashion (Castells, 2009),
leading Rosa (2013) to observe that the dominant fea-
ture of contemporary society is acceleration. In people’s
everyday lives, acceleration manifests itself in the expe-
rience of life as fast-paced, as if one is constantly balanc-
ing on a slippery slope. People indeed report feeling har-
ried and under time pressure in everyday life (e.g., Mat-
tingly & Sayer, 2006). In such a society, maintaining fre-
quent interactions in the context of stable and affectively
caring ‘pure’ relationships becomes challenging—a chal-
lenge that lies on the shoulders of the individual. Mobile
communication, and particularly text-based communica-
tion provides an answer to this challenge.

With respect to the frequency of communication, the
interactional affordances of mobile messengers and mo-

bile social media enable people to be in perpetual con-
tact (Ling & Lai, 2016). People have short, yet frequent,
mobile interactions with their significant social relation-
ships that seamlessly weave together into day- or even
week-long conversations, contributing to a state of “con-
nected presence” (Licoppe, 2004) inwhich othersmay be
physically absent, but virtually present. The oftentimes
phatic (cf.Malinowski, 1972) nature of these interactions
plays into the maintenance of social relationships. Seem-
ingly superficial interactions, such as the ‘ephemeral’ ex-
changes on Snapchat (a social media application where
messages disappear after a predefined amount of time),
carry a significant symbolic load, as they testify that peo-
ple think about each other during their mundane activ-
ities, and take time and effort to inform each other of
that. People also use mobiles for ritualized communica-
tion, including ‘social-exchange’ rituals in which complex
norms regulate reciprocity and govern how trust is ne-
gotiated (Ling, 2008b; Taylor & Harper, 2003). In short,
the social logic in mobile communication technologies
fosters social connectedness in a society in which rela-
tionship maintenance has become more challenging.

4. The Network Logic

The network logic refers to the fact that the social struc-
tures inherent in mobile communication technologies
havemade it logical for people to organize their activities
in a ‘networked’ manner (Castells, Fernandez-Ardevol,
Qiu, & Sey, 2009; Rainie & Wellman, 2012). Indeed, in
contemporaryWestern societies, people are accustomed
to directly access persons, services and information irre-
spective of time and place. For example, we check our
work email during a restroom break, and progressively
determine when and where to meet with friends.

The network logic inherent in digitally mediated mo-
bile communication has restructured the social organiza-
tion of society by no longer defining social relationships
and activities in terms of the place where and the time
when they take place. Giddens (1991) refers to this as
“time-space distanciation”. With respect to place, we see
that social relationships and activities are increasingly
defined by the “space of flows” (Castells et al., 2009),
i.e., the communication and information that flows be-
tween the nodes who are in these places. For exam-
ple, communication and information exchange between
a teacher and their students can run from places such
as the teacher’s personal home, the office, or the train
into students’ homes, workplaces or favorite bar. The
teacher-student relationship and the associated social
activities are thus defined not by place (i.e., the audito-
rium or the office) but by the interaction and the commu-
nication channel. As a result, the space of flows disentan-
gles a person’s social role—the set of behaviors, beliefs,
norms, obligations that come with a social position—
from his/her location.

Mobile technologies have contributed not only to dis-
entangling the relationship between social activity and
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place but also of the relationship between social activity
and time. Social activities were traditionally organized in
terms of sequentially ordered clock time, with one activ-
ity apportioned to each time slot. While clock time re-
mains essential for the operation of major social institu-
tions,we see thatmobile communication enables people
to organize activities in a muchmore flexible manner, for
instance by allowing them to ‘compress time’ by carrying
out multiple activities concurrently (Castells et al., 2009;
Green, 2002). The de-sequencing of time that mobile
devices enable, contributes to a continuous temporal
and simultaneously spatial “boundary rearrangement” in
everyday life (Green, 2002); people use mobile devices
both to arrange when and where activities start and end,
and to start and end them in the moment itself. The
continuous rearrangement of social activities afforded by
mobile interaction makes events more simultaneous, in-
stantaneous and perhaps disjointed. A consequence is
that people are only certain about what occurs in the
present and the immediate future, i.e., in the “present
extensive” (Marcía-Montes, Caballero-Muñoz, & Pérez-
Álvarez, 2006). For example, when a CEO receives an ur-
gentmobile call fromwork (e.g. a worker not showing up
for his/her shift) during a family pick nick, she may need
to rearrange the work situation on the spot, for example
by instantly rearranging the social activities of other em-
ployees to cover for the tardy worker.

By removing space and time constraints, the network
logic inherent in mobile communication technologies af-
fords people greater autonomy over their personal life as
it provides themwith the opportunity to tap “into the[ir]
sparsely knit networks of diverse associates rather than
rely on tight connections to a relatively small number of
core associates” (Rainie & Wellman, 2012, p. 12). Peo-
ple rely less on time and space as an intermediary to
organize daily activities (Ling, 2004). The primary exam-
ple of this autonomy is how we use mobile communica-
tion technologies to “micro-coordinate” the logistics of
everyday life (Ling & Haddon, 2003; Ling & Yttri, 1999).
Activities can be adjusted mid-course, and their coordi-
nation can be progressively refined, so as to best accom-
modate each individual’s personal schedule. Mobile ac-
cess to other people, but also mobile access to informa-
tion and services (e.g., on delays in public transportation)
enables people to flexibly align themselves to ad hoc sit-
uations (Bertel, 2013).

5. The Personal Logic

The personal logic refers to the observation that the so-
cial structures inherent in contemporary mobile com-
munication technologies embody processes of person-
alization (Campbell & Park, 2008). By enabling anytime,
anyplace connectivity, mobile communication technolo-
gies enable people to personalize time and space: Pub-
lic space is personalized, as people can disengage from
any physical setting by drawing up symbolic fences us-

ing their mobile communication technology, even if
that means breaking social arrangements (e.g., when
voice calling during a theatre performance; Ling, 2008a).
Time is also personalized when, for example, people
use mobile communication technologies to instantly re-
negotiate their schedules depending on personal pref-
erences and circumstances (Ling & Haddon, 2003). Be-
cause of time-space distanciation (Giddens, 1991), mo-
bile communication technologies also enable people to
develop, manage and access highly personal networks
(Campbell & Park, 2008). This aspect of personalization
is perhaps most visible in the lives of young teenagers,
for whom the device enables ‘personal’ communication
with friends, ‘under-the-radar’ of parents or other au-
thority figures (Ling & Yttri, 1999; Vanden Abeele, 2016).

With the advent ofmobile, internet, and smartphone
technology, personalization as a logic has become even
more pervasive. In contemporary societies, people have
access to contents and services on their mobile commu-
nication technologies tailored to their preferences based
on personalization recommendation systems (e.g., Net-
flix, Spotify, news items to which they are exposed, etc.),
and they increasingly consume these contents and ser-
vices on demand. The trend towards personalized, on-
demand consumption has disrupted entire industries,
but also significantly re-structured everyday practices,
offering new opportunities (e.g., decreasing advertising
clutter) as well as challenges (e.g., binge viewing).

Finally, a mobile device itself is a personal and also
potentially personalized object (decorated with covers)
(e.g., Katz & Sugiyama, 2016). The materiality of the
device itself is symbolic: like with other possessions
(cf. Belk, 1988), we can come to consider it an exten-
sion of the self (Vishwanath & Chen, 2008) reflecting
our personal and social identities. Wearable technolo-
gies embody the personal logic even further, by allowing
persons to track a variety of personal parameters (e.g.,
health indicators) and to reflect on their meaning. This
information may subsequently lead to better decision-
making (Morris & Aguilera, 2012). Finally, the ‘personal-
ness’ also lies in the digital traces that we leave behind
when using ourmobile devices. These document our per-
sonal lives (cf. Hand, 2016), and enable others to remi-
nisce us even after our death (Cumiskey & Hjorth, 2017).

6. The Flipside of the Social Structures of Mobile
Communication Technologies

In the previous sections, we used the lens of ‘techno-
logical logics’ to explain how the social structures in-
herent in mobile communication devices re-structure
everyday life. We deduct from that analysis that the
social-, network- and personal logic provide ample ben-
efits to the processes and routines that make out peo-
ple’s everyday lives. However, there is a flipside to the
social structures in mobile media, both at the micro- and
the macro-level.
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7. Consequences of Anytime, Anyplace Connectivity
for the Individual: Responsibilization

In describing the dominant dynamics of modernity, Gid-
dens (1990) refers to reflexivity as a defining characteris-
tic of human action. People have to ‘keep in touch’ with
the grounds of what they are doing. The construction of
the self becomes a reflexive project, as individuals find
their identity “amid the strategies and options provided
by abstract systems” (p. 124). Giddens defined this new
life style as “life politics” (1991, p. 209). The life politics
life style is characterized by self-actualizationwith an em-
phasis on individual responsibility.

At first glance, anytime, anyplace connectivity seems
to support the life politics life style by creating new op-
portunities for individuals to organize their everyday so-
cial, work and personal activities more autonomously,
aligned with their personal preferences and circum-
stances. In that regard, mobile communication technolo-
gies support ongoing processes of individuation and ra-
tionalization that characterize our late-modern society.

As mentioned above, a heightened reflexivity of in-
dividuals is central to processes of individuation and ra-
tionalization (Beck, Giddens, & Lash, 1994). Such reflexiv-
ity is also central to the process of domesticating mobile
communication technologies into one’s daily life, as do-
mestication (cf. Silverstone & Haddon, 1996) requires a
continuous negotiation of boundaries. Indeed,managing
activities in a networked fashion (networked logic), build-
ing and maintaining ‘pure’ relationships (social logic),
and constantly making decisions with respect to the tai-
loring of everyday identifiers (personal logic) can be seen
as an ongoing negotiation of audiences, contents and
boundaries in a collapsed and networked environment.
The social, network and personal logic imply that indi-
viduals increasingly take responsibility in an environment
where the social forms of time and space have become
fluid and open, and boundaries permeable. Papacharissi
and Gibson (2011, p. 78) mention in that regard that
“modern and urban life charged individuals with the re-
sponsibility of managing their sociality, and their privacy,
in unknown urban territory”.

The social structures in mobile communication tech-
nologies thus force new processes of ‘responsibilization’
onto individuals thatmake them responsible for tasks for
which they were previously not responsible (cf. Wake-
field & Fleming, 2009, p. 276). With respect to the net-
work logic, for example, individuals have greater auton-
omy over when and where they wish to activate certain
social roles, as the spatio-temporal context is a less deci-
sive factor for deciding when social roles and their associ-
ated activities, norms, and values start and end. The flip-
side of this is that the responsibility for activating these
social roles falls onto the individual’s shoulders.

Disentangling social activities from place does not
render physical places (Castells et al., 2009) nor contexts
(Nissenbaum, 2009) irrelevant. Place and context are al-
ways there, but they become background rather than

foreground for social activities. For example, the role of a
professor is to educate students, engage in fundamental
research and hold amirror up to society. A professor acts
in the context of a university where her/his duties are de-
fined by norms that dictate what is acceptable and what
is not. But even within this context, it is less clear today
than it was before when the role of professor ends and
that of, let’s say, family member begins. What is clear is
that it is up to the individual to make these decisions and
define roles and relationships that used to be implicit or
structured in their practices. The ongoing negotiation in
academia, but also industries and education to help dis-
connect the networked self, shows resistance in the form
of efforts to mitigate the latter processes of responsibi-
lization. For example, in Germany, after-hours emails to
employees of BMW and Volkswagen are put on hold or
deleted (Hesselberth, 2017).

The social logic pushes responsibility onto the indi-
vidual in the social realm. Mobile social media enhance
a specific kind of sociability: a networked sociability that
constitutes a networked self, where one is able to com-
municate in a converged environment across multiple
audiences, which supposes a “sense of place reflexiv-
ity” (Papacharissi, 2011). Mobile social media also sup-
port relationship maintenance by enabling individuals to
frequently interact with others in ways that re-establish
trust in these relationships. However, “connected pres-
ence” (Licoppe, 2004) blurs the boundaries between the
physical and virtual realm because the individual must
evaluate when and where to prioritize the near-constant
stream of virtual interactions over ongoing offline activi-
ties, thereby entering a state of “absent presence” (Ger-
gen, 2002). Particularly when these offline activities are
themselves of a social nature (e.g., family dinner or date),
the situation becomes messy, as the co-present interac-
tion must compete with online activities that may (or
may not) includemediated social communication (Turkle,
2011). The notification systems of mobile social media
applications put pressure on the individual to respond
(cf. Hopper’s, 1992, “caller hegemony”); but when indi-
viduals do so, they risk harming the offline social interac-
tion they are engaged in (e.g., Vanden Abeele, Antheunis,
& Schouten, 2016).

The personal logic inherent in mobile communica-
tion technologies challenges individuals to make ‘opti-
mal’ judgments at any time and place. Wearables, for ex-
ample, offer new opportunities to monitor health (the
‘quantified self’), but also make the individual responsi-
ble to act upon the monitored information. Individuals
must decide if they desire this increased self-knowledge,
taking into account that it may bestow guilt when, for ex-
ample, the daily step count has not been reached. In ad-
dition, the individual usermust be reflexive of these tech-
nologies, and realize, for example, that fitness-wearables
typically normalize body weight and figure rather than
taking into account the variety of possibilities. As Craw-
ford, Lingel and Karppi (2015, p. 494) note, “users of
wearables are told very little about the cultural and sci-
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entific assumptions that undergird notions of the nor-
mal user, and they are simply placed in percentiles that
lack any transparency in their construction of use”. In
other words, they need to be reflexive of the fact that
the promise of agency (here: self-knowledge) is embed-
ded in a structure with its own logics (here: disciplining
the human body).

In sum, we would like to argue that the logics in
mobile communication technologies increasingly shift re-
sponsibility to the individual. Not only are individuals in-
creasingly responsible for making decisions and delineat-
ing boundaries in mobile communication technologies;
the very process of decision-making has become more
individualistic as well.

8. Consequences of Anytime, Anyplace Connectivity
for Society: New Distributions of Power

The logics in mobile communication technologies have
brought about profound social change in society, not
only in everyday life, but also in the broader economic,
political, and cultural sphere (e.g., Castells, 2009). In
this section, we focus on three processes in which
mobile communication technologies reproduce, chal-
lenge and shift power: political change, commodification,
and surveillance.

With respect to political change, we see that the abil-
ity to address individuals directly and instantaneously
has enabled new forms of political organization and com-
munication. Mobile communication technologies have
become key technologies in processes of political change.
For instance, during the ‘Arab Spring’—the ‘protest cas-
cade’ in the Middle East in 2011—they were used to
capture and share images of key events (e.g., Mohamed
Bouazizi who set himself on fire in protest), to micro-
coordinate protests in the streets ‘below the radar’ of
the authorities, and to communicate with foreign media
(Hussain & Howard, 2013). More recently, private acts
have shown to have a political effect. For example, the
private sharing of pussyhat selfies and/or #MeToo testi-
monials on (semi-)public social media platforms led to
the social construction of feminist protest. According to
Lindgren (2017, p. 156) “this hybrid dynamic is unique
to the digital society, as these private acts can be carried
out in personal, familiar, and autonomous spaces but still
have the samepotential audience as a public act”.Mobile
media thus enable low-threshold political participation,
opening opportunities for a more participatory democ-
racy. A flipside of not having to rely on an ‘authority’ such
as the government or a news organization to obtain and
exchange information is that information of unknown ve-
racity may circulate. People are responsible for checking
this veracity but may feel powerless to act upon that re-
sponsibility, as there is often a lack of transparency about
the goals of the organizations producing and distribut-
ing the information. This sense of powerlessness may
reflect itself in feelings of cynicism and alienation (e.g.,
Balmas, 2014). The observation that reflexive individu-

als may feel powerless puts under stress Giddens’ ideal
of the information revolution as a path towards greater
human agency: rather than a power shift from authori-
ties to the individual, we may be witnessing a shift from
authorities to organizations and corporations that con-
trol information.

The social logic is present in a wide range of mobile
social media applications. These applications, however,
blur the roles of a consumer and that of a laborer. Al-
ready in 1977, Smythe criticized media companies for
supporting the commodification process when he con-
ceptualized the audience as both a commodity and a
worker (Smythe, 1977). He indicated that selling audi-
ences to advertisers accumulated capital, shifting the
audience that watches into an audience that works. If
we draw a parallel with contemporary society, we can
see that achieving a state of “connected presence” (Li-
coppe, 2004) requires an ongoing connection to third
parties, or ‘invisible virtual employers’, oftenwithout our
explicit consent or even awareness. On this topic, Van Di-
jck (2013, p. 4) argues that “connectivity quickly evolved
into a valuable resource as engineers foundways to code
information into algorithms that helped brand a particu-
lar form of online sociality and make it profitable in on-
line markets”. Indeed, events such as the recent commo-
tion surrounding Facebook and Cambridge Analytica re-
veal that the logic of perpetual contact is supported by
an ‘automated connectivity’ where media platforms are
trying to steer everyday practices (Van Dijck, 2013). Me-
dia platforms encompass systems that generate a false
consciousness, preventing us from perceiving the limited
autonomy we are actually given. For example, platforms
typically offer users more options to manage their in-
terpersonal information flows than that they receive op-
tions to regulate the flows of information towards third
parties and service providers (Heyman, De Wolf, & Pier-
son, 2014).

The commodification ofmobilemedia users and their
mobile activities by third parties cannot be separated
from the issue of technological surveillance. There are
various ways in which mobile communication technolo-
gies underwrite a panopticon view on surveillance that
further disempowers users. Foucault (1995) argued that
the panopticon disposes an individual’s subjectivity, re-
ducing him/her to an object in a one-sided power rela-
tionship with those watching. According to him (p. 201),
through a constant (feeling of) surveillance we internal-
ize societal norms and values. The panopticon automa-
tizes and de-individualizes power, making it also invis-
ible and hard for people to criticize. This is applicable
to the various, often ‘free’, mobile social media applica-
tions that we use. We produce highly personalized digi-
tal traces through these applications that are subject to
‘dataveillance’: a continuous tracking of our personal in-
formation bymedia corporations for unstated preset pur-
poses (Van Dijck, 2014, p. 205).

The logics in mobile communication technologies do
not only amplify panoptic surveillance; they also en-
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able other forms of surveillance. In our social networks,
the social logic of perpetual contact blurs the role of
watchers and of those watched. Marwick (2012) intro-
duced the term “social surveillance” next to the typical
panopticon surveillance concept. In situations of social
surveillance, power is intrinsic to every relationship, and
surveillance is reciprocal, meaning that actors can surveil
one another—the many watch the many, denoted as
‘omniopticon’. Besides social surveillance, Leaver (2017)
warns for intimate surveillance where parental monitor-
ing through wearable technologies, for example, is nor-
malized and perceived as a necessity in a culture of care
(where a good parent is one that watches and monitors).

However, mobile media also enable ‘sousveillance’
or grassroots surveillance, an inverse form of surveil-
lance that challenges power by countering organiza-
tional surveillance (Mann, Nolan, & Wellman, 2002). For
example, citizens can use their mobile phone cameras to
document police interventions. By usingmobilemedia in
ways that ‘control’ the controllers, individuals can chal-
lenge existing power structures and power relations.

9. Conclusion: Mobile Media and Social Space

This article presents three logics inherent in mobile com-
munication technologies, a social, a network and a per-
sonal logic, and discusses how these alter social space
at the micro-level, by structuring people’s everyday prac-
tices, and re-shape social space at the macro-level, by
affecting processes of social change (see Figure 1 for a
graphical presentation).

Our analysis is not complete nor holistic, as the scope
and depth of such an endeavor extends beyond what is
possible in one article. However, we hope that the an-
alytical lens presented can give impetus to further ex-
aminations of the relationship between mobile media
affordances and social space, and of how social change
is negotiated through that process. One particular point
of consideration for such further examinations is that
the social, network and personal logic are not the only
logics inherent in mobile communication technologies.
Because of technological convergence, current smart-
phone devices offer access to a multitude of services
and media platforms. As a result, these devices have be-
come a carrier of other logics, such as the social media
logic (Van Dijck & Poell, 2013) and the news media logic
(Dahlgren, 1996), but they add anytime, anyplace access
to them. A pertinent question is how the social, network
and personal logic intersect with each other and with
these other logics, potentially amplifying each other’s
working in certain areas of life, thereby accelerating so-
cial change, but potentially also disrupting each other,
thereby hampering social change.

Examinations of the interplay betweenmobile media
and social space are essential in order to understand how
technological structuration processes intersect with gen-
eral structuration processes in society. As for mobile me-
dia technologies, our analysis of the social, network and
personal logic exemplifies that societal processes may
be reinforced (e.g., individual responsibilization), chal-
lenged (e.g., political participation) and sometimes even
reversed (e.g., sousveillance) when the structures inher-

 Social structures in mobile communica�on technologiesANYTIME
ANYPLACE

CONNECTIVITY

INDIVIDUAL
CONSEQUENCES
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Figure 1. A visual presentation illustrating how the social, network and personal logic in mobile communication technolo-
gies affect processes and routines in everyday life, and, in turn, contribute to social change at the micro- and macro-level.
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ent in mobile technologies are brought into action by in-
dividual users.
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